Towards an optimal perimetric strategy for progression detection in glaucoma: from fixed-space to adaptive inter-test intervals.
The aim was to compare two perimetric strategies for progression detection in glaucoma. Two perimetric strategies for progression detection were compared by means of a thought experiment in a theoretical cohort. In strategy I, visual field testing is performed with fixed-space inter-test intervals at a frequency of two tests per year. In strategy II, the frequency of visual field testing is set to one test per year as long as the fields are apparently unchanged, whereas as soon as progression is suspected, confirmation or falsification is performed within a short time span. Outcome measures were the time delay between the progression event and the diagnosis of definite progression, and the number of visual field tests performed per patient per year. Average time delay between the actual progression event and the final diagnosis of definite progression was 15 months in the case of strategy I and 6 months in the case of strategy II. Maximum time delays were 18 and 12 months respectively. The frequency of visual field testing was 2 tests per patient per year for strategy I and 1.45 tests per patient per year for strategy II. Perimetry in glaucoma can be optimised by postponing the next test in the case of an apparently stable field and accelerating the next test in the case of a suspected progression. This results in an earlier diagnosis, a lower perimetric frequency and a shorter period of uncertainty for the patient.